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MEET KAREN
ARTISAN, LIVING OFF-GRID

An artisan by trade, Karen makes jewelry and pottery in the

everyday. Since deciding to live off-grid a few years ago,

she’s always had a peripheral awareness of the plant

kingdom but after a plant consciousness course, she was

open to learning more. Through her voyage in ReConnect

with the Plant Kingdom, Tigrilla Gardenia’s course, Karen

took her one-way appreciation of plants into a two-way

conversation. Karen now walks daily with the knowledge of

the plant kingdom, having more kindness, awareness, and

wisdom from her experience.

A CURIOSITY ABOUT THE
EARTH AROUND HER

Karen often forages for edible weeds in the

backyard of her 11-acre, off-grid home. She

focuses daily on nature, the world around

her, and wants to know about this earth

that surrounds us all. She bought a Music of

the Plants device for such a purpose back

in 2019. She has always had a general

curiosity about the plant kingdom, and she

recently found herself seeking answers.

Throughout a weekend course at Damanhur

on plant consciousness, Karen was

convinced there was more out there that

the plants wanted to tell her.
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Karen came across Tigrilla’s course, ReConnect with the Plant

Kingdom, and immediately had an interest when it opened for

spring enrollment. Although she was a little reluctant at first

because she was on Social Security and the course felt like a

lot of money for her, she now says that “it was well worth it.”

What could this course show her that she didn’t already know

or that she couldn’t find on her own?

 In short, a multitude!
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Needless to say, Karen took the course and joined on the 7-

week voyage. Today, she calls Tigrilla Gardenia the world

ambassador to the plant kingdom, proving that there was so

much more available than what she could ascertain on her

own. She needed Tigrilla’s help.

Karen stated in a recent interview that, a two-way

communication was born from Tigrilla’s course. Karen knew

there were messages being communicated from plants to her,

messages of wisdom and growth, she just didn’t know how to

tap into those messages. There was a gateway door that

wasn’t quite open.

Through the course though, Karen gained the ability to

communicate back and forth. She states, “the most interesting

part of all of this was the beginning of a mutual conversation.”

Karen began asking questions of the plant kingdom and

receiving an abundance of answers in return.

Through time in her coursework - answering the prompts and

expressing creativity through writing and artistic expression -

Karen was provoked. She began reaching out to the trees on

her property.

THERE WAS A GATEWAY DOOR
THAT WASN’T QUITE OPEN.
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DECIDING TO TAKE
THE COURSE
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...I FEEL MORE ATTUNED
TO THE WORLD.

ATTUNEMENT MAKES YOU
KINDER.

The trees and plants that Karen interacts with have

provided her with a wealth of information. Kin show

vulnerability, strength in adversity, and altering of living

patterns and behavior when needed. When the

ponderosa pine split into two major trunks, ki didn’t

weaken under the weight of division.

Instead, the pine on Karen’s property became the

mother goddess and the father guardian. Karen found

that the trunk facing the house on her property was the

maternal, the nurturer, and the caregiver. She also

found that the father trunk that faces the driveway is the

protector of those that live there, standing tall to greet

visitors.

Karen feels changed from taking the course. She had

some spiritual affinities before taking the course -

having integrated crystals into her spiritual daily

practice - and now she has the wisdom of the plants to

enrich the practice. She feels the class was behavior-

altering. Karen stated, “I feel more conscious of my

surroundings, even to smaller plants and for all the

beauty around me. I was always aware of plants for

their medicinal value, but now, I feel more attuned to

the world. Attunement makes your kinder. I’m now more

apt to slow down, to metaphorically stop and smell the

roses.”

 

COMMUNICATING WITH
THE PLANT KINGDOM IN

HER BACKYARD
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